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Abstract. This study presents an experimental methodology to measure how concept generation procedures can affect the anticipated lifecycle performance of engineering systems design concepts. The methodology is based on objective and quantitative measurements of anticipated lifecycle performance of the design concepts. It merges cognitive and computer-aided techniques from the fields of collaboration engineering, creativity, and engineering design. It complements the body of existing techniques relying on subjective expert assessments, and other objective metrics not explicitly measuring anticipated lifecycle performance (e.g. development time and cost). Application of the methodology is demonstrated through evaluation of design procedures generating flexibility in engineering systems design. Experiments had ninety participants generate creative design alternatives to a simplified real estate development design problem. Thirty-two teams of two to three participants performed the collaborative design exercise. An online Group-Support System interface enabled efficient data collection and analysis. A computationally efficient mid-fidelity model was used to evaluate flexible design concepts quantitatively based on real options analysis techniques.
Introduction

This study proposes an effective and efficient experimental methodology to evaluate the effect of a design procedure on the anticipated lifecycle performance of engineering systems design concepts generated early in the design cycle. The methodology merges recent developments in cognitive and computer-aided techniques from the fields of collaboration engineering, creativity, and engineering design. Such techniques can demonstrably enhance the anticipated lifecycle performance of design concepts generated at an early stage (Bostrom and Nagasundaram 1998; Shah, Kulkarni, and Vargas-Hernandez 2000).

The proposed methodology is a significant building block of an experimental platform enabling thorough and rigorous evaluation of concept generation procedures in controlled laboratory and real-world settings. It is potentially applicable for comparison and evaluation of conceptual design procedures like Axiomatic Theory (Suh 1990), brainstorming (Osborn 1957), Pahl and Beitz (1984), and TRIZ (Altshuller 1973) all aiming at producing better performing designs.

Development of the approach is motivated by the fact that design procedures are often evaluated based on subjective expert assessments or other objective metrics not explicitly enabling objective and quantitative assessment of anticipated performance (Shah, Vargas-Hernandez, and Smith 2002; Reinig, Briggs, and Nunamaker 2007; Nelson, Wilson, and Rosen 2009). As explained below, evaluation of a concept generation procedure for flexibility requires lifecycle performance assessment based on an objective and quantitative metric (e.g. Net Present Value – NPV). It is reasonable to assume that other concept generation procedures – e.g. robust design by Wu and Hamada (2000) – would also benefit from a more rigorous evaluation mechanism. This is due to inherent complexities in design activities that make it very difficult for any expert to evaluate design concepts from a subjective standpoint. Too many design variables, parameters, and scenarios need to be considered from a holistic standpoint. The methodology presented here builds upon and extends these approaches.

The motivation for the experimental approach pursued here is that typical case or protocol studies evaluating design procedure applications in industry can take a long time – e.g. (Ward et al. 1995), be difficult to reproduce rigorously, and hard to run several times over a short time period (Ullman, Wood., and Craig 1989; Goldschmidt and Weil 1998; Shah, Kulkarni, and Vargas-Hernandez 2000). The system of interest can be different from one study to another, together with experimental conditions. This complicates the task of determining what design procedure is best suited to a particular firm or organization, based on meta-analyses of such studies. The experimental methodology introduced here enables quick replications, and relies on efficient computer-aided techniques for written data collection and analysis, computer modeling, and evaluation of design concepts generated. It can be reproduced easily for different systems, in different environments, and to evaluate different design procedures of interest thoroughly and rigorously (Summers, Anandan, and Teegavarapu 2009).

The methodology is applied as demonstration to evaluate procedures supporting early generation of flexibility – also referred as flexible design concepts – early in engineering systems. The goal is to improve lifecycle performance by means of flexibility and adaptability in the face of uncertainty. The procedures are chosen because they may be particularly valuable to the design process. Indeed, systems designed today, face significant risk and uncertainty in environments, markets, resources, and technology. Yet many design
procedures do not fully exploit uncertainty and the possibility to adapt flexibly to changing circumstances. The underlying assumption is often that design requirements are known *a priori* from customer demands and preferences, and systems are optimized accordingly (Minai, Braha, and Bar-Yam 2006; Eckert et al. 2009).

**Related Work**

*Empirical Procedure Evaluation*

Evaluation metrics in empirical studies are often qualitative and subjective in nature. They may not support well quantitative assessment of anticipated lifecycle performance investigated. For instance, Hazelrigg (1998), and Hevner et al. (2004) used concept attributes like cost and weight, which are matched to subjective participants’ utility preferences. Kurtoglu et al. (2009) introduced completeness, the level at which a concept variant addresses a sub-function depicted in the function structure. Linsey et al. (2005) used technical feasibility, the degree to which a concept can be implemented practically. Shah et al. (2000; 2002) suggested quality, quantity, novelty, and variety to assess creativity and how much the design space is explored (Guilford 1959; Mullen, Johnson, and Salas 1991). For example, an expert may assess quality for each concept using a 1-10 scale, and the weights are based on the importance of the concept given the design phase, and intended functions. Nelson et al. (2009) integrated these metrics to assess the quality of design space exploration. Briggs et al. (2006) used user satisfaction with the process and results.

As stressed in the real options literature, evaluating procedures for flexibility should be based on objective quantitative measurements of anticipated lifecycle performance. Most metrics above however rely on expert assessments of qualitative nature. Assessing performance in this context can be challenging, even for an expert. So many design variables, parameters, decision rules, long-term strategies and scenarios should be considered. Relying on metrics like cost, weight, and linkography may not indicate how a concept will perform in operations. A concept can be rated as highly complete, feasible, novel or of high quality, but there is no guarantee it will perform as expected once launched. It is not clear whether high quantity and variety of concepts necessarily improves performance. As an indicator however, positive correlations have been found between outcome quantity and quality (Yang 2009). It is possible though that focusing the design effort on fewer but good flexible design concepts may improve performance significantly. Also, it is not clear whether procedures providing good user satisfaction with the process and results lead to better performance. These observations motivate the quantitative performance-based evaluation methodology presented here. Objective and quantitative evaluation of the concepts in operations can be based on financial economics, and explicit scenario modeling.

**Flexibility in Engineering Design/Real Options**

**Definition and Examples.** Flexibility in engineering design enables a system to change easily in the face of uncertainty (Fricke and Schulz 2005). It is associated to the concept of Real Option, which provides the “right, but not the obligation, to change a project in the face of uncertainty” (Trigeorgis 1996). Real Options exist “on” a project, involving higher-level managerial decisions like abandoning, deferring until favorable market conditions, expanding/contracting/reducing capacity, deploying capacity over time, switching inputs/outputs, and/or mixing the above (Trigeorgis 1996). Real Options “in” a system are technical engineering and design components enabling options in operations (Wang and de Neufville 2005). Real Options – referred here interchangeably as *flexible design concepts* –
can be characterized by a *strategy* (or *type*) and *enabler* (or *mechanism*) (Mikaelian et al. 2011).

The Real Options Analysis (ROA) literature focuses on the economic valuation of flexibility (Dixit and Pindyck 1994; Myers 1977; Trigeorgis 1996). It builds upon work in financial options by Black and Scholes (1973) and Cox et al. (1979). Many studies have shown that flexibility in engineering projects brings expected performance improvements ranging between 10% and 30% compared to standard design and evaluation approaches (de Neufville and Scholtes 2011; Copeland and Antikarov 2003; Amram and Kulatilaka 1999). Flexibility improves expected performance by affecting the distribution of possible outcomes. It reduces the effect from downside, risky scenarios, while positioning the system to capitalize on upside, favorable opportunities. Examples in engineering systems design abound: strategically phasing the development of airport terminals over time (de Neufville and Odoni 2003), designing offshore platforms for future capacity expansion (Jablonowski, Wiboonskij-Arphakul, and Neuhold 2008), investing strategically in new nuclear plant construction (Rothwell 2006), adapting supply chains flexibly to uncertain exchange rates (Nembhard, Shi, and Aktan 2005), developing flexible water infrastructures (Zhang and Babovic 2011), etc.

One example of flexibility in real estate is the ability to expand a building vertically (Guma et al. 2009). The HCSC Building in Chicago exploited the strategy to “build small and expand later if needed” (Figure 1). This strategy reduced exposure to losses because less capital was required upfront. It also gave access to more profits under favorable market conditions to build more offices, hire personnel, and ultimately generate more profits. This strategy was enabled by carefully engineering the infrastructure for expansion in the early 1990s (e.g. larger elevator shafts, stronger structure). The company exercised the flexibility a few years ago. The expansion phase should be completed by 2011. Other examples in real estate include designing buildings that can be later appropriated for multiple purposes, or anticipating future coupling with other buildings.

Overall Approach

The hypothesis is that it is possible to develop an effective and efficient methodology enabling objective and quantitative evaluation a concept generation procedure based on anticipated lifecycle performance of the concepts generated in experiments. An empirical approach is taken to test this hypothesis, by explicitly applying the methodology to evaluate a design procedure of interest. As suggested by Frey and Li (2010), this approach is inspired

![Figure 1 Example flexible engineering system: the HCSC Building in Chicago (Guma et al. 2009).](image-url)
from *naturalistic* epistemology, where knowledge is created by gathering evidence through sensorial experience and real experiments (1998). Incidentally, the test of the hypothesis provides information relevant to testing a second hypothesis. It is claimed that a procedure for flexible design concept generation can help designers generate flexible design concepts that improve the overall anticipated performance of the system.

In this paper the concepts of effectiveness and efficiency are operationalized as follows. Effectiveness is referred as the ability to measure the effects that the design procedure intends to produce. Therefore, if the methodology enables objective comparisons of different procedures based on quantitative effects on lifecycle performance of design concepts, it is effective. If the methodology does not enable such measurements, it is ineffective. Efficiency is referred as the ability to replicate experiments and analyze data within a reasonably short time (i.e. a few weeks). If the methodology does not enable a study to be completed within such timeframe, it is inefficient.

**Experimental Methodology**

Steps 1 to 5 represent the novel elements of the proposed methodology. They complement typical preliminary steps like setting up the Design Of Experiments (DOE), choosing the design procedure of interest (e.g. Axiomatic Theory, Design for Flexibility, Robust Design), breaking down the design procedure into treatment and control factors and levels, and selecting a pool of qualified participants.

**Step 1: Design Problem Description**

The first step is to setup a benchmark design problem. The design problem is described through a short presentation including clarifications in terms of the design context, market environment, operational conditions, and any other information deemed useful to participants. An example image can be provided for mental conceptualization of the system as a starting point, although not an absolute requirement. A quantitative metric is clearly defined and explained to assess performance of design concepts. An initial benchmark design solution is provided as starting point for idea generation (“ideation”). The task is clearly defined that participants should generate design alternatives that improve overall anticipated performance.

The design problem should be a simple version of a realistic problem. At the same time, it must be complex enough to provide room for creativity and concept generation. It should be chosen carefully so it is accessible to all participants. An engineering, management, and/or design background should be all that is necessary to contribute positively. If the design problem is too specialized, results may be biased in favor of participants that have specialized knowledge. It may also be difficult for other participants to contribute anything useful.

**Step 2: Computer Model**

The second step is to develop a computer model to measure the anticipated lifecycle performance of design concepts objectively and quantitatively. Its main characteristics should be that it can 1) be developed relatively quickly (e.g. within a few weeks), and 2) run quickly (e.g. within minutes). It should be a mid-fidelity model in contrast to high-fidelity models typically developed in industry, which take months of development, and hours and days of computational time (de Neufville and Scholtes 2011). To evaluate early design concepts, there is no need for high-level complexity and accuracy. It is only important to be able to rank-order different design alternatives objectively and quantitatively.
A quantitative performance metric is chosen to assess anticipated lifecycle performance of design concepts objectively and quantitatively. It can measure an explicit attribute of performance (e.g. service rate emerging from a particular hospital design), economic performance (e.g. financial value stemming from the cash flows generated by a given design), or physical performance (e.g. how fast a robot prototype can run in a virtual environment). The computer model combines design variables, parameters, and operational scenarios to evaluate quickly and explicitly different design concepts. For example, computer models can be developed using a real-time computer-assisted sketching tool – e.g. iCampus MIT-Microsoft Alliance, (2010), a financial spreadsheet running simulations in Excel® (as done here), an optimization algorithm in Matlab® - e.g. Hassan and de Neufville (2006), or a real-time CAD software – e.g. Fumarola et al. (2010). Such performance measurement complements typical dependent variables in design studies summarized below.

**Step 3: Online Group-Support System Interface**

The third step sets up an online Group-Support System (GSS) interface to structure the collaborative design process, improve efficiency in recording ideation data, help in moderating ideation sessions, and stimulating creativity (Nunamaker et al. 1997; Bostrom and Nagasundaram 1998). The online GSS interface provides an easy and efficient way to record participants’ creative responses to a design problem, and enable ideation at distance (i.e. not all designers need to be physically co-located, which is enabled by the online software). It should ideally not require any special facility (other than personal laptops) so ideation sessions can be conducted at any site. This approach is more effective than typical audio/video recording techniques. These may require special facilities and audio/visual equipment for recording, and hours and pages of transcription before further analysis is possible – e.g. as suggested by Johnson and Christensen (2004). The approach suggested here aims at increasing efficiency by skipping the lengthy transcription step, providing the freedom to perform experiments anywhere, and without the burden of having all designers in the same physical location. This is advantageous for companies where departments are physically located in different areas.

The online interface is a particular class of GSS defined more broadly as “socio-technical systems consisting of software, hardware, meeting procedures, facilitation support, and a group of meeting participants engaged in intellectual collaborative work” (de Vreede et al. 2003). It can be used, for instance, to structure ideation sessions by posting different brainstorm topics in a specific order, going through a particular meeting agenda, etc. GSS are used in the collaboration engineering community to stimulate creativity and alleviate concerns about evaluation apprehension – the fear of being judged – and production blocking – losing an idea because someone else is talking (Bostrom and Nagasundaram 1998; Warr and O’Neill 2005). Creativity techniques supported by GSS help people who are not trained professionally to moderate ideation sessions almost as efficiently as trained professionals (Kolfschoten et al. 2009).

**Step 4: Data Collection**

The fourth step consists of structuring each experiment to maximize statistical significance, by collecting data before-and-after applying the design procedure under evaluation (i.e. pretest-posttest structure). The method controls for variability between the responses that different teams generate when subjected to similar treatment conditions (i.e. within-group variability, where group here refers to treatment, not team). This approach is important because experiments in creativity and collaboration engineering often involve people with different backgrounds, creativity levels, and trainings. There is a high chance the quality of
responses within groups undergoing the same treatment will vary significantly (i.e. the noise, or unexplained variability). For instance, some teams might be more creative and thus naturally generate many ideas compared to the treatment group average. Other teams may know more about the design procedure of interest and generate better ideas on average, even though every participant is screened for such prior knowledge. Focusing on the differential performance within the same groups reduces mean within-group variability. It restricts attention to improvements between different treatments to measure the best possible “signal-to-noise” ratio from experimental sessions.

This step sets up each experimental session to measure an explicit difference “Δ” between the response measured in an initial and a subsequent session. This controls for mean within-group variability by measuring an improvement compared to an initial response set by each team. This framework organizes each data collection as in Figure 2. That is, the design problem is described, and then participants are asked in session 1 to generate design concepts that improve anticipated performance without any guidance. They are asked to vote on each design concept generated to discriminate between ostensibly contradictory concepts in the transcript analysis phase. In session 2, the same task is repeated, with the only difference that a treatment of choice is applied. In short, the proposed method collects data on the possible effect of any design procedure, which can then be compared to possible improvements due the passage of time. A debrief explains the rationale of the experiments. A post-experimental survey is used to gather participants’ demographics information, and other qualitative responses of interest.

![Figure 2: Suggested pretest-postest structure used in experiments.](image)

**Step 5: Analysis**

**Transcript Analysis.** This aims at efficiently extracting the concepts generated from the ideation transcripts. This can be done using a standard coding procedure – e.g. Strauss and Corbin (1990), as explained by Trauth and Jessup (2000). Researchers determine first a basic set of criteria that define the “completeness” of an idea – or design concept. An idea is complete if it has all the information necessary for implementation and quantitative analysis by a third person using the computer model. Ideation transcripts are reviewed by at least two independent coders in search for these basic criteria. Once a complete idea is found, it is recorded.

**Response Measurements.** Transcript analysis gives rise to a set of example responses $\Delta y \geq 0$ generated from session 1 to session 2, measurable for each experimental session:

1. $\Delta C$: the improvement in the number of complete concepts. For example, if one complete concept is generated in session 1, and two new complete concepts are generated in session 2, $\Delta C = C_2 - C_1 = 3 - 1 = 2$. This measurement is in line with the typical “idea count” metric found in many design studies. It can be used to assess the creativity level pertaining to a particular treatment;

2. $\Delta G$: the improvement in the number of good concepts. This measurement is in line with the “good idea count” metric defined in Reinig et al. (2006). If a complete
concept improves performance compared to the benchmark design solution (or the threshold for good quality), it is considered good;

3. $\Delta P$: the improvement in anticipated performance by implementing only good concepts. This is measured in units of the quantitative metric. For example, assume a benchmark design offers anticipated financial performance of 9.3 millions. If a good concept is generated in session 1 of $9.5$ millions ($P_1 = 9.5$ million) and another good concept is generated in session 2 of $10.0$ millions ($P_2 = 10.0$ million), $\Delta P = P_2 - P_1 = 0.7 - 0.2 = 0.5$ millions.

Other complementary responses of interest can be measured using the “$\Delta$” framework, which do not necessarily rely on the quantitative computer model. For example, one may measure the differences in qualitative user satisfaction with the design procedure, satisfaction with results, anticipated quality of design outcomes (Briggs, Reinig, and de Vreede 2006), etc.

**Statistical Analysis.** The statistical analysis determines whether the design procedure and/or any of its individual factors have main and interaction effects on the dependent variables. Each response is modeled assuming the General Linear Model (GLM) described in Milton and Arnold (1990):

$$\Delta y(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^n \beta_i x_i + \sum_{i=1}^n \sum_{j=i+1}^n \beta_{ij} x_i x_j + \varepsilon$$

with $\Delta y$ being the response of interest – for instance $\Delta C$, $\Delta G$, or $\Delta P$ – for factor $x_i \in [-1, +1]$ and $i, j = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n$ assuming a two-level DOE setup, with $j > i$. Coefficient values are calculated using standard least-square minimization regression. $\beta_0$ approximates the grand total mean from the dataset, $\beta_i$ the main effect for factor $x_i$, and $\beta_{ij}$ the two-way interaction effect between factors $x_i$ and $x_j$ (higher order interactions are not displayed here for simplicity, but can be considered). The term $\varepsilon$ represents the pure experimental error for each response compared to the group mean. It is assumed to have a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance $\sigma^2$. The null hypothesis is that $H_0: \beta_i = \beta_{ij} = 0, \forall i, j, j > i$.

**Concept Generation Procedures**

Table 1 summarizes the four procedures – or treatments – evaluated experimentally. To craft simple and intuitive procedures, only two factors were considered: educational training received on flexibility ($E$), and ideation mechanism ($I$) used to stimulate creativity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Training on Flexibility ($E$)</th>
<th>Ideation Mechanism ($I$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming (–1)</td>
<td>Prompting (+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (–1)</td>
<td>Treatment 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit (+1)</td>
<td>Treatment 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Educational Training ($E$)**

Many studies show that educational training and pedagogy play a role in the ability to generate design concepts (Lindemann 2003; Bender and Blessing 2003). A short *explicit training* program may help designers generate flexibility in engineering systems. This is captured by level $E = +1$. The treatment is a short 15-20 minutes lecture on flexibility in large-scale infrastructure systems – a class of engineering systems (ESD 2011). The lecture is
expected to help designers become aware of the effects of uncertainty on lifecycle performance. It should open their mind to the potential of flexibility to deal with uncertainty. It describes generic sources of uncertainty affecting performance, why flexibility can improve performance, and why it must be considered in the early phases of design. It also discusses what important elements form a complete\(^1\) flexible design concept. It provides real-world example applications of these principles in the aerospace and oil industries.\(^2\)

In reality, engineering designers may or may not have received explicit training on flexibility during their educational training and professional experience. This reality is more likely to represent the wider population of designers. It is captured by factor level \(E = -1\), and called \textit{current training}. In experiments, this treatment leaves participants address the design problem without emphasis on flexibility. Participants generate concepts with the goal of improving performance based on their background and experience. This treatment serves as the baseline from which to compare the effect of explicit training on flexibility. It assumes that if participants had such training and thought flexibility could improve performance, they would incorporate it naturally in their thinking.

\textbf{Ideation Mechanism (I)}

A \textit{prompting} procedure is suggested to help scaffold the thought process systematically, as captured by level \(I = +1\). Prompting is simple, intuitive, and useful to stimulate creativity in collaborative activities (Santanen, Briggs, and de Vreede 2004). Asking direct questions may trigger collective discussions more effectively than relying on industry guidelines alone. Also, prompting is similar to the approach used by researchers working with senior engineers and decision-makers in industrial case studies. Interviews were necessary to elicit sources of uncertainty and flexibility, prior to interpretation, modeling and economic evaluation (Lin 2009; Yang 2009; Suh, de Weck, and Chang 2007; Mikaelian et al. 2011). The prompting mechanism in Appendix builds upon industry and real option guidelines. It is also loosely based on the systematic processes by Babajide et al. (2009), de Neufville and Scholtes (2011), and Walker et al. (2001).

Free undirected brainstorming is a simple and intuitive approach to stimulate creativity based on the work of Osborn (1957). It is widely used in industry and academia, as demonstrated by a survey of U.S. academics and practicing engineers (Yang 2007). Captured in experiments by level \(I = -1\), it encourages designers to avoid any barriers to creativity, to express ideas freely and without any influence from a moderator. Free undirected brainstorming represents a good alternative to stimulate flexible concept generation. Given it is widely used, it represents an appropriate baseline for comparison with the prompting mechanism.

\textbf{Example Application of the Methodology}

The methodology above was applied to evaluate the procedures for flexible design concept generation. A detailed version is provided in Cardin (2011). Ninety participants were recruited from professional masters and doctoral programs in engineering systems, design, and management at a U.S. engineering institution. Table 2 summarizes their demographics. They were recruited via class and electronic email announcements at the beginning of two courses on systems design and engineering analysis. The announcement invited voluntary participation to an experiment (off class hours) on flexibility in engineering design. Most

---

\(^1\) Definition specific to this procedure evaluation is provided in step 5 below.

\(^2\) Lecture slides can be downloaded at http://web.mit.edu/macardin/Public/docsResearch/lectureFlexibility-MIT.pdf.
participants were mature graduate students with training in engineering, science, and/or management, and many years of industry experience.

Table 2 Participant demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Characteristics</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>&lt; 25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 35</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Education Level</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Experience (years)</td>
<td>&lt; 5 years</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-9 years</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 10 years</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 1: Design Problem Description

The design problem consisted of how to best develop and deploy over three years the 309 units of the multi-family residential development project (Figure 3). This system exhibits the technical complexity, social intricacy, and elaborate processes fulfilling important functions for society typical of engineering systems (ESD 2011). One issue was to decide what kind of unit to develop in each phase – either condo (short for condominium) or apartment. Another issue was the number of units to deploy in each phase, and whether to develop/sell these units in each phase. The distinction between unit types was explained as different levels of quality, prices, and construction costs. A condo is typically more luxurious, built from expensive materials, and targets business professionals. Sales price and construction costs are typically higher. An apartment unit is functional, less luxurious, and for students and middle-class families. The sales price and construction costs are lower.

Figure 3: Example figures provided to participants for mental conceptualization of the real estate design problem. Source: http://www.northpointcambridge.com.

The benchmark design was set as a condo-only residential project, with all 309 units developed in year/phase 1. There was no specification how this design was achieved (i.e. how many buildings and units per building, etc.), to minimize fixation issues (Linsey et al. 2010). This choice was justified by providing the highest NPV between a condo-only and an apartment-only project. Even though this choice appears simplistic and rigid, it represents best practices in the real estate industry (Guma et al. 2009; Kronenburg 2007).
Step 2: Computer-Model

Figure 4 shows the computer-based Excel® DCF model used to measure lifecycle performance objectively and quantitatively of the flexible design concepts, based on the model by Geltner and Cardin (2008). A full description of the cost and revenue generating mechanisms is provided in Cardin et al. (2012) and the Appendix section of Cardin (2011). A risk-neutral Expected NPV (ENPV) – or average NPV – metric was used because it balances risk-seeking and risk-averse design decisions. Other metrics could have been used to suit different preference utilities – e.g. standard deviation of the response, as in the Taguchi method (1987). It is left as for future work to replicate this study using different performance metrics.

Figure 4: NPV model for the real estate development design problem.

Design and engineering tradeoffs were in terms of the unit type (i.e. condo vs. apartment), deployment strategy (staged vs. all at once vs. deferred), and unit capacity allocation in each phase. These decisions affected the cash flows \((CF_t)\) at each time \(t = [0, T]\) and NPV generated according to the equation below. NPV enabled discriminating between different design alternatives based on quantitative lifecycle arguments. For example, the decision to select condo versus apartments could affect the sales price and construction cost, as they were both higher for condo units than apartments. Also, discounting cash flows at opportunity cost of capital \(r\) would imply that timing and unit allocation in each phase mattered from a managerial standpoint. Later cash flows would be more heavily discounted in the model, and weigh less in the NPV. These decisions had engineering and cost implications affecting later phases of the design process. They were modeled and evaluated at the conceptual level.

\[
NPV = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{CF_t}{(1+r)^t}
\]

For example, the row “Next Phase Developed As:” specified the unit type developed next phase, either “CONDO” or “APT”. The decision rule for a switching flexibility strategy was implemented here, as prescribed by participants in ideation transcripts. An example decision rule was “if current cash flows are higher for condos than for apartments, then develop next phase as condo, else develop next phase as apartments”. Following Excel®’s programming language =IF(logical test, value if true, value if false), this could be implemented as:

\[
= IF(CF_{t,\text{condo}} > CF_{t,\text{apt}},"\text{CONDO","\text{APT}}")
\]

---

3 Available online at http://ardent.mit.edu/real_options/Real_opts_papers/PhD_Cardin-thesis.pdf
Anticipated lifecycle performance was measured using $ENPV$ for each flexible design concept. This was done by simulating stochastically $M = 2,000$ combined scenarios of price, demand, and cost, based on the Itô formulation of Geometric Brownian Motion (Itô 1951). Each scenario combination would produce different cash flows based on the flexibility strategy and decision rules implemented, and one NPV measurement. $ENPV$ was calculated as:

$$ENPV = E[NPV] = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} NPV_m$$

Each run took ~1 second on a standard 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook with 4 GB of RAM, running Excel® 2004 on an OSX 10.6 platform.

**Step 3: Online Group-Support System Interface**

The ThinkTank® GSS online software by GroupSystems® was used (Figure 5). It enabled participants to type in real-time descriptions of their design solutions, similar to that of chatting software. It worked with any standard Internet browser. After the problem description, the moderator posted the brainstorming task (i.e. ideation topic) of improving performance compared to the benchmark design. Each member described their solutions, which were displayed to other members to stimulate creativity and engage discussions. Each member could reply, comment, and append new ideas to a thread. The software also provided the voting module to rate concept quality. The interface provided an easy and efficient way to record participants’ creative responses to the design problem – instead of manual transcription. The online feature allowed a few distance students to participate.

![Online GSS interface used in experiments (adapted from ThinkTank® by GroupSystems).](image)

**Step 4: Data Collection**

At the beginning of each experimental session, the moderator welcomed participants, and described the design problem and context. The participating team was told to represent an internal consulting firm at a renowned multi-family residential real estate firm. The task was assigned to brainstorm and suggest alternative design and development plans potentially improving anticipated lifecycle performance compared to the benchmark design (i.e. NPV). There was no emphasis to complete this task by means of flexibility – although participants were aware the experiment was about flexibility in engineering design.

---

4 Slides can be downloaded at http://web.mit.edu/macardin/Public/docsResearch/REmodel-MIT.pdf.
Participants repeated the exercise in session 2 for 25 minutes under one of the treatments in Table 1, then followed by another 5 minutes for voting. Treatments 1 and 3 used free undirected brainstorming. Treatments 2 and 4 used the prompting mechanism in Appendix, allocating 5 minutes for discussions on each question. In treatments 3 and 4 only, the short lecture slides were presented before the session began. A debrief explained the purpose of the study after all experiments. Demographics information was collected. Collected data were written ideation transcripts describing conceptual design solutions in plain text, with voting scores, and surveys scores.

**Step 5: Analysis**

The goal is to evaluate the effects of the design procedure by measuring the improvements on the responses of interest $\Delta y$ between sessions 1 and 2. This is done first by extracting the relevant design concepts through transcript analysis. Then, the main and interaction effects on the $\Delta y$ responses are evaluated through statistical analysis.

**Transcript Analysis.** Written ideation transcripts were analyzed to extract complete flexible design concepts using a coding procedure (Strauss and Corbin 1990; Trauth and Jessup 2000). A design concept was considered complete if it contained coherent information about the following elements (using the switching example):

1. An uncertainty source affecting anticipated performance (e.g. unit demand)
2. A flexible strategy to adapt to the above uncertainties in design and operations (e.g. switch between condo and apartments)
3. A conceptual but concrete description of the flexibility enabler, considering engineering design, legal, management, and/or financial aspects (e.g. design each unit as empty shells to be finished later as condo or apartments)
4. A decision rule, “if” statement, or “trigger mechanism” based on observations of the uncertainty sources, determining when it is appropriate to exercise the flexibilities (e.g. if demand is higher for apartments than condos, switch to finishing and selling units as apartments, if not finish and sell as condos.

The switching strategy above contrasts with the benchmark inflexible plan where all units are developed at once as condos. It requires developing units as empty shells to be finished later. This is radically different than designing all units as condos. It is not clear at the conceptual stage what design and decision rules are most profitable given the uncertainties, hence the need for explicit modeling. Other examples of complete concepts from transcripts are: phase the development and deploy capacity over time, expand or reduce unit capacity in each phase whenever appropriate, temporarily abandon the project if market conditions were not suitable, and do not develop a phase if market conditions are unfavorable.

**Response Measurements.** Each complete concept was implemented using the computer model to determine the subset of good concepts belonging to sessions 1 and 2. Different combinations of good concepts were evaluated to determine the best performance $ENPV_1$ and $ENPV_2$ achieved in each session compared to the benchmark design. It was important to evaluate different combinations of good concepts, as some may interact positively, and others negatively. The overall improvement response $\Delta P$ between sessions 1 and 2 was caused by the implementation of good flexibility concepts, as compared to the initial benchmark design. The performance metric $P$ evaluated here was $ENPV$. Measurements of the dependent variable was computed as $\Delta ENPV = ENPV_2 - ENPV_1$. $ENPV_1$ and $ENPV_2$ were the best
lifecycle performance achieved in sessions 1 and 2 respectively (expressed in millions $). Each experimental session led to one $\Delta ENPV$ measurement.

**Statistical Analysis.** The GLM above was modified to suit the response of interest: $\Delta ENPV = \beta_0 + \beta_E E + \beta_I I + \beta_{EI} EI + \epsilon$. The null hypothesis $H_0$: $\beta_E = \beta_I = \beta_{EI} = 0$ was tested. Standard least-square regression was used to calculate the main and interaction effects in Matlab®. The $p$-values of the main and interaction effects were calculated using a non-parametric permutations test (i.e. randomization or exact test) (Fisher 1935; Pitman 1937; Welch 1990). Because $\Delta y \geq 0$ for $\Delta C$, $\Delta G$, and $\Delta ENPV$, sample distributions were truncated about zero. This could not satisfy normality assumptions for standard parametric tests, hence the suggestion to use the non-parametric test.

The mean plot values obtained for each treatment group are shown in Figure 6. The graph shows that prompting had a significant main effect on $\Delta ENPV$ ($\beta_I = 0.98, p = 0.00$). This can be seen from Figure 6, where the mean $\Delta ENPV$ values increase consistently from left to right, as one toggles the factor level from $–1$ to $+1$. The procedure improved anticipated lifecycle performance compared to the benchmark by up to 36% percent (i.e. $3.34$ million/$9.30$ million) in combination with the lecture. These results are in line with those published in the real options literature (Dixit and Pindyck 1994; Trigeorgis 1996; Amram and Kulatilaka 1999; de Neufville and Scholtes 2011). The GLM response obtained was $\Delta ENPV = 1.88 + 0.48E + 0.98I$.

![Figure 6: Mean plots for $\Delta ENPV$ (anticipated lifecycle performance). The lower curve shows mean results for current training on flexibility ($E = –1$). The upper curve shows results for explicit training on flexibility ($E = +1$).](image)

Results and Discussion

The demonstration above shows application of the experimental methodology to evaluate concept generation procedures for flexibility. This confirms the first part of our main hypothesis that it is indeed possible to develop a methodology enabling objective and quantitative evaluation of the effects of a design procedure on anticipated performance of design concepts. The fact the demonstration was feasible implicitly suggests it may be applicable to evaluate other concept generation procedures as well. It is actually a weakness of this work that demonstration was made for only one case study. More applications evaluating other design procedures – for flexibility generation, and even perhaps other design activities such as design for robustness – and using other engineering systems would help
validate this claim further. A second application is currently under way, using analogies as a concept generation mechanism, and using an emergency service systems case study.

The test of the main hypothesis also confirmed the second hypothesis that the concept generation procedures helped participants generate valuable flexibility, in this case the prompting mechanism. The concepts in turn demonstrably improved anticipated lifecycle performance of the engineering system. It was interesting to observe that although a similar flexible strategy could be used in many instances, different decision rules would give rise to very different value improvements. For example, the best concept obtained for treatment 1 ($\Delta ENPV = $1.5 million) was to develop units according to whichever market demand was highest in each phase (i.e. a switching strategy). In treatment 2, the best concept was also a switching strategy ($\Delta ENPV = $5.1 million), although decision was based on which unit type would provide the highest profit in each phase. Under treatment 3, the based concept was also a switching strategy ($\Delta ENPV = $5.4 million) based on demand observation in the previous phase, and starting with a 50%-50% mix of condo and apartments in phase 1. In treatment 4, a switching strategy was also suggested in combination to a phasing deployment strategy ($\Delta ENPV = $6.7 million). Deployment would stop if costs went up dramatically, while switching would accommodate the market generating most profit opportunities in any given phase.

The results at the end of step 5 demonstrate that the proposed methodology was effective. Indeed, the methodology enabled quantitative measurements of the lifecycle performance improvements brought by the procedures by means of flexibility. One important issue, however, is that it is not clear that the lifecycle improvements measured in experiments would necessarily lead to quantifiable value improvement in real-world operations. Future work could be devoted to compare measurements produced ex ante to actual performance realizations in operations. Another difficulty was that the description of design concepts provided by participants may not have been complete, and not reflect the full extent of discussions. One way to improve this would be to record and transcribe discussions, although this would slow down the analysis significantly – which is one of the main advantages of this approach. Speeding up the analysis comes at the expense of precision. This study demonstrated, however, that it is still possible to extract a significant amount of information, even if some details may be left out.

The methodology was efficient for three reasons. First, it took about only one month to set up the experiments, recruit participants, and collect data. This was obviously contingent to having available participants, which a university setting favors. This compares favorably to typical case studies requiring extended fieldwork over several months at a company or organization. This demonstrates the well-known advantage of controlled user studies as compared to individual case studies (Summers, Anandan, and Teegavarapu 2009). On the other hand, it is true that no participant had expertise in this area. As further improvement, this experimental setting could be used in industry to determine the best ways to generate flexible design concepts in practice. Second, it only took about two weeks to develop the case study and computer model. This was also efficient compared to other research where the modeling part is more time consuming, and may require months. Third, transcript analysis and computer evaluation took a total of about seventy-five hours. Much transcription time was saved by having participants transcribed their answers themselves using the GSS interface. The approach avoided the intensive word for word transcription that is typically required if audio/video material is used.
Conclusion

This paper introduced and demonstrated application of an experimental methodology to evaluate objectively design procedures based on their effects on anticipated lifecycle performance of early design concepts. This methodology integrates a set of computer-aided techniques to promote effectiveness and efficiency based on GSS technology, and mid-fidelity computer modeling. It is effective and efficient because of the relatively low cost, time, and resources required for experimentation, data collection, and analysis. As demonstrated, it enabled measuring quantitatively the anticipated lifecycle performance of the concepts generated in experiments. The methodology was applied in a controlled setting to evaluate concept generation procedures for flexibility using a simplified real estate development design problem. Ninety experienced graduate students split among thirty-two collaborative design teams participated in these experiments.

The proposed methodology is an important component of an experimental platform to evaluate early conceptual design procedures thoroughly, rigorously, and efficiently in controlled laboratory. It complements the body of existing methodologies relying mostly on subjective expert performance assessments, or other objective metrics that do not explicitly measure anticipated performance. The platform can be used, for instance, to determine the potential of a particular design procedure before beginning a lengthy and deeper field study involving application in industry.

The paper addresses a need outlined by Frey et al. (2006), Reich (2010), and Tomiyama et al. (2009) for more tools and methodologies enabling rigorous evaluation of design procedures. It provides grounds for future research in terms of comparing design procedures to one another, such as Pahl and Beitz, Robust Design, and TRIZ. Other computer-aided tools can be used to develop a wider portfolio like CAD software, computer-assisted sketching, and optimization algorithms. Rapid prototyping should be considered as an avenue to complement computer modeling techniques suggested here.
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Appendix

Prompting Procedure

Uncertainty
What are the major sources of uncertainty affecting the future performance of this system? Examples:
- Exogenous uncertainties (e.g. demand markets, natural catastrophes, etc.)
- Endogenous uncertainties (e.g. technology failure rates, etc.)
- Scenarios where things go really bad (e.g. prices drop, economic crisis, etc.)
- Scenarios where things go really well (e.g. demand rises suddenly, etc.)

Flexibility
What flexible strategies would enable the system to change and adapt if the uncertainty scenarios you just discussed occur during operations? Examples:
- Defer the initial capital investment until favorable market conditions
- Abandon the project to get out of bad, negative market situations
- Invest in R&D to support growth and future opportunities
- Phase capacity deployment over time instead of deploying initially all capacity at once
- Alter operating scale by expanding or reducing production capacity depending on market conditions
- Switch production output and/or input depending on observed demand

Design
How should you prepare, engineer, and design this particular system to enable the flexibilities you just discussed? Think about how to best engineer the system so it can react to:
- Negative or bad scenarios (e.g. start with a smaller initial design, and reduce risk of over-capacity and losses)
- Positive or good scenarios (e.g. engineer ability to switch product output easily, write legal contract to enable physical expansion later on if needed)
- Completely unexpected scenario (e.g. plan ahead for emergency procedure in case of hurricane)

Management
How should you manage and decide when it is appropriate to use, or exercise, the flexibilities in this system? Examples:
- If demand is lower than capacity for two years, I will shutdown operations for 6 months
- If market price gets above a certain threshold, I will expand production capacity
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